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About This Game
You know what they say, it's a dog-eat-dog world out there. Or more specifically, a wolf-eat-pig world if you happen to be a
farmer.
In addition to livestock being devoured on a constant basis, you also have to worry about animals getting lost or even alien
abductions! Thankfully, this is where you come in, the trustworthy farm canine.
In Herding Dog, you play as a herding dog (duh!), dedicated to protecting your master's farm!
Features

Enjoy a unique and beautiful geometric artistic style
Relax while you explore the various farmlands
Defend cute farm animals from the dangers of the world
Earn the highest scores, show that you are the top dog
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Herding Dog is a delightfully fun game which is guaranteed to make you have a barking good time!
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Title: Herding Dog
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
xixgames
Publisher:
xixgames
Release Date: 25 Dec, 2015
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10
Processor: 1.5 GHz
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: 7600 GT / HD 2600
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 60 MB available space
Additional Notes: OpenGL2.0, XBox 360 Gamepad

English,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,French,Portuguese,Finnish
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Pretty dang buggy, dawg. It makes it hard to have some simple, zen doggy fun when the basic game mechanics don't work as
they should (i.e., issues keeping count of the number of rabbits I've caught, forcing me to restart the level over and over again).
Also having problems with the game crashing. Furthermore, at least one of the pop-up game tips was cut off, leaving the
sentence incomplete; I don't know how that one made it past quality control. Bark-bark woof-woof sad puppy is sad. **EDIT: I
did return the game, so some or all of these issues may have been fixed.**. Two things :
- Farting animals.
- Making the dog run in the world map is so relaxing.
Worth it.. What is Herding Dog ?
Bought this because it looked good in the steam preview videos and because as a dog lover I wanted to play a dog-themed game
because sadly there aren't many options for that, however, herding dog is just a poor mismatch of bad ideas and design
decisions, I thought it would have been just a competent indie title doing its job, I was wrong, i don't know if its a mobile port
but playing it on PC is pretty bad because the controls feels unresponsive and the AI clips a lot and while the soundtrack is OK
who thought having those samey repetitive missions conducting the cattle to the barnyard was a good idea ?? thats a completely
unfun game design you got there, I tried to finish it but stopped at mission 14 out of 21, I couldn't take it anymore, doing the
same and frustrating thing over and over again is just plain bad game design, this is just a boring slog, stay away from it, not
even toddlers would have fun playing this.
Just stay away.. Ok, so let's see what we have here.
Game for toddlers, almost unplayable even for old grey gaming wolves like me (since times of C64).
Achievements are broken, few of them, so no 100% game for those who love to complete it all.
You are some kind of guard dog on...some farm...or who knows what it is.
You need to defend and gather animals and to pick up some random objects, just to be collected, for no reason of course.
And animals VERY often fell off the game's cliff and than they are in limbo.
Restart level please.
Also pickup items can be beneath the surface, untakeable.
Restart again please (because, you know, I will uninstall and refund, but my 3yr toddler son told me to catch all cows, so...).
No minimap, ugly polygon terrain with so many glitching places, sound bugs everywhere, especially when dog bark (music stops
for one second).
And so on and on.
Game is so utter garbage that I cannot believe.
This is pre-alpha state of one (very) bad game.
And just one more thing, on some levels you must defend cows from one fox.
If you watch somewhere else for quite short time, fox will butcher all 3 cows on the level.
Yes, FOX will kill 3 cows!
Awesome.. Pretty dang buggy, dawg. It makes it hard to have some simple, zen doggy fun when the basic game mechanics don't
work as they should (i.e., issues keeping count of the number of rabbits I've caught, forcing me to restart the level over and over
again). Also having problems with the game crashing. Furthermore, at least one of the pop-up game tips was cut off, leaving the
sentence incomplete; I don't know how that one made it past quality control. Bark-bark woof-woof sad puppy is sad. **EDIT: I
did return the game, so some or all of these issues may have been fixed.**. I actually really enjoy this game. Very calming
(unless you \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing have to stop like 3 foxes from eating your pig men) and gots a soundtrack to kick
too. I got half of the achievments the first time I played. Maybe it was glitch. The game gets some updates with fixes and even
more music everytime.
Buy it if you enjoy dogs or herding. If you dont you should they're great cultures
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Edited Review:
Since the developer fixed the ability to run with a controller I find this game much more enjoyable
Original:
Any game that involves a dog usually gets my attention. Herding Dog is a colorful game with a cute block-like style. However,
the downfall of this game is the controls. I play using an Xbox One controller and the controls are far from responsive. I could
not find a button for run which makes it hard to play on the fourth level. The fox\/wolf is too fast to keep up with and it got
frustrating.
Despite that it is a cheap, time killer.
I would not recommend this game as of current but if the controls were fixed I would highly recommend this game.. I kept
writing trying to submit a review, and either it hated me saying "fart" or I am gonna see 154 posts of my review on Herding Dog
tomorrow morning...
So, for brevity's sake, and maybe so I can post a comment and update with my full and actual thoughts LATER, I will leave you
with:
Badger: In summation, I think you just got to not do it, man. That's all.
Mr. Fox: I understand what you're saying, and your comments are valuable, but I'm gonna ignore your advice.
Don't ignore Badger's advice, Foxy.
UPDATE:
UHG! I don't know why I couldn't post my full review. It seems like "fart" is an okay word, but who knows. Here are my full
thoughts, as I wish to share them with the dev and with other gamers.
The UI is not pretty, but much worse of a flaw, it is not informative. We need a *working* HUD with objectives on the screen ALWAYS - with real time updates as we progress through them. Sometimes I had 0%, or 0\/0 HUDs. Sometimes I had nothing
on my screen. Sometimes I would pen the sheep and the game wouldn't end. I needed to get a bucket of "Item +1" that was off
on the far corner of the map. How did I know this? Only because the game didn't end when I penned the sheep and I started
running around. This is not good. I shouldn't have to guess what I need to do. Add a minimap or directional markers to let me
know where my sheep are, my home is and maybe - or maybe not - where the predators are. Make your buttons say Play! not
"paw shape". Buttons, HUDs, minimaps-- every UI element should be clear as to what it is telling the player. The world map - it
looked okayish in the screenshots, but my map was of a view where all I could see was the dog and the "level" he was at. I
couldn't see the next levels. I had no idea what I was doing - or should do - and then I pressed in a few places. One worked and
he ran a long way off to level two. It's not a world map if I don't see the world. And all I saw was one level at a time with no
context. Again. Make things clear to the player, every level, every objective, every update to the objectives and the rating they
might be getting. I mean, aliens - I think - abducted one of my pigs, but I have no idea, honestly. There were coyotes there, too. I
didn't see it happen. I was not told ALIENS ABDSUCTED YOUR PIGLET OH NO! Which could be something funny, as well
as informative. Because of the bad UI I have no idea why I would get a "D" score when I got 3\/5 pigs but a "C" score when I
rescued only 1 sheep. Makes no sense and I have no visual feedback as to WHY that is the case. The in-game HUD should tell
me what is going on and the scoreboard should be a recap.
There is very little AI. I mostly found myself trying to be between the sheep and the wolf. The wolves never stopped or ran away
when I barked. The sheep never stopped, or ran, when I barked. But they did fart blood! Which makes no sense. I wasn't near
them. Or biting them. I certainly couldn't bite wolves or make them fart blood. But sheeps fart blood when I bark and it doesn't
kill them or do anything but make em fart blood. TOOT TOOT TOOT! I mean, I guess it's funny, but uh... yea. I run around
between the wolves and sheep. The wolves never stop trying to get the sheep, running directly at them in a constant b-line, and
only turn away when I turn towards them. But they instantly turn back to run at the sheep the moment I turn away. Barking
doesn't scare them. It doesn't call the farmer. It seems pointless except for the farting sheep joke aspect. The stock could be
dopey but the predators shouldn't be. And even though sheep are a little fluffy-brained, they don't stand there to get mauled by a
wolf. I mean, if they run away from me - farting blood at my barks - then they should run from the wolves, too. It's just
common sense. I don't know where you wanna go with this but it seems like something needs to be done to make it more
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realistic or more interesting, with more depth. Right now I am just mousing between A and B. An A that wants to eat B, and a B
that is afraid of me, but not of A, who wants to eat him.
Mr. Dev: You are asking people to buy this game and it's not finished, and you don't say that. It sounds like your friend wrote a
long review for you, calling you by name and adding a lot of imagined depth to the game that I am just not seeing. It sounds like
he knows exactly what you want this game to be, but that seems to actually further highlight what the game isn't yet.
You need to let people who are paying money for this game know it's not finished, or they are just going to be annoyed with
you, downvote your game and\/or ask for a refund. You may say "Well this game is for kids!" but like the unfinished alpha
game info-- you don't say that anywhere on your store page! And I like kid's things. I love cartoons, kid's books and kid's games.
Just because a game is for children does not excuse poor UI design, poor gameplay direction, etc.
I hope you make this game what you invision, because I love dogs, especially Border Collies (hint hint) and Babe. See? I love
childish things, and this game has potential, but right now it's not worth as much time as I've spent playing and reviewing it. Best
of luck, and hope you can update this game to meet your dream's potential.. This game is the best game of all time 10\/10. I sent
a super hot chick this game and now we marry thx herding dog. This game is really nice and my children love it, especially
youngest. It's relaxing and fun. While game is in active development new patches are coming from developer regularly, bugs are
fixed, new features introduced and that is very good. I've been playing this game on mobile before and it looks really good over
there too.
Music is fun, but repetitive although in the newest update now you can choose what to listen. I'm sure more and more tracks will
be introduced, and may be ability to "randomize" playlist.
As the game is in early access, so reviews like mine are not good representation of the current status of the game as more and
more bugs are eliminated, reviews are outdated quickly, that why I'd recommend this game but not white about bugs :D. Cool
game for kids, but not sure if it would be a better mobile game. Nice style and great music\/sounds..
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1332219401
It has a couple issues.. Two things :
- Farting animals.
- Making the dog run in the world map is so relaxing.
Worth it.
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